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Abstract

Two-phase flow and transport of reactants and products in the air cathode of

proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells is studied analytically and numerically.

Four regimes of water distribution and transport are classified by defining three threshoId

current densities and a maximum current density. They correspond to first appearance of

liquid water at the membrane/cathode interface, extension of the gas-liquid two-phase

zone to the cathode/channel interface, saturated moist air exiting the gas channel, and

complete consumption of oxygen by the electrochemical reaction. When the cell operates

above the first threshold current density, liquid water appears and a two-phase zone forms

within

with a

the porous cathode. A two-phase, multi-component mixture model in conjunction

finite-volume-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technique is applied to

simulate the cathode operation in this regime. The model is able to

where a single-phase region co-exists with a two-phase zone in the

handle the situation

air cathode. For the

first time, the polarization curve as well as water and oxygen concentration distributions

encompassing both sin:le- and t~vo-phase regimes of the air cathode are presented.

Capillary action is found to be the dominant mechanism for water transport inside the

two-phase zone. The liquid water saturation within the cathode is predicted to reach 6.3$Z0

at 1.4 Ncm2.



Introduction

Water management is critical to achieving high performance of PEM fuel cells.

As a vessel of protons, the polymer electrolyte membrane requires sufficient water to

exhibit a high ionic conductivity. During fuel cell operation, water molecules migrate

through the membrane under electro-osmotic drag and Flckian diffusion, making it

difficult to retain a high water content within the membrane. Generally, humidification is

applied to the inlets of the anode ardor cathode in order to supply water to the membrane

region. On the other hand, water is generated at the

the electrochemical reaction of H+/02. If the water

cathode/membrane interface due to

generated is not removed from the

cathode at a sufficient rate, cathode flooding may result and the oxygen gas transport is

hindered. Thus a relatively dry air at the cathode inlet is sometimes helpful to remove

excessive water.

recent

Modeling water transport and distribution in PEiM fuel cells has been attempted in

years. Bemardi] analyzed the effects of different operating conditions on the water

balance in fuel cells. Wang and Savine112 included the electrode structure effects on water

transport in the catalyst layer. With a two-dimensional membrane-electrode model, Fuller

and Newman3 simulated a PEM fuel cell operation under the condition of moist gas in

electrodes. They obtained the water distribution in the membrane and the net water flux

across it. Nguyen and White4 compared three humidification desicas using a combined

heat and mass transfer model.

ratio across the membrane. In a

Springer et d.5 predicted

later work, Springer et al.b

the net water-per-proton flux

fitted their predicted results to

the experimental data by assuming that the presence of liquid water only modifies the

effective porosity for oxygen gas transport. Bemardi and Verbrugge 7’8 formulated a



simplified one-dimensional model for liquid

assuming a constant liquid

flows.

Recently, Gurau et

species transport to a full

volume fraction and

water transport in porous electrodes -

no interactions between liquid and gas

aL9 applied a comprehensive model of tluid dynamics and

PEM fuel cell. Similarly, Yi and Nguyen’” analyzed two-

dimensional hydrodynamics and multi-component transport in an interdigitated cathode.

It should be noted that these recent models are valid only in the absence of liquid water

and they do not account for water condensation and evaporation phase change within

porous electrodes.

The importance of two-phase transport in PEM fuel cells has been repeatedly

stressed in the literature 5-b.During fuel cell operation, especially at high current densities,

liquid water is likely to appear in the cathode, resulting in two-phase transport

phenomena. The transport processes then become significantly more complicated due to

the coupled flow of liquid water and gaseous reactants in porous media’1“ ‘2. Liquid water

transport by capillary action, dynamic

via evaporation and condensation, and

interaction between single- and two-phase zones

effects of the phase distribution on gas transport

remain to be explored.

The present paper describes

liquid, two-phase flow and transport

a combined analytical and numerical study of gas-

in the air cathode of PEM fuel cells. Next, an order-

of-magnitude analysis is attempted to define various transport regimes, which is followed

by an accurate numerical model based on the

developed by Wang and Cheng13 for two-phase

porous media. Two-dimensional simulations are

multiphase mixture model previously

flow and

presented

multicomponent transport in

to corroborate the analytical



results as well as to study the two-phase hydrodynamics and transport of air and liquid

water and its effects on performance of the PEM fiel cell cathode.

Problem Statement and Order-of-Magnitude Analysis

Consider a porous cathode” adjacent to a flow channel, as shown in Fig. 1. The

oxygen reduction reaction at the membrane/cathode

generates water. Transport of the reactant and product

interface consumes oxygen and

occurs in the porous cathode and

flow channel. As the current density (i.e. the water generation rate) increases. water is

present first as vapor only but gradually condenses to liquid thus leading to the

development of two-phase flow and transport in the air cathode.

Before attempting a full numerical model of the transport processes encompassing

both single- and two-phase situations, we present below a simple classification of various

regimes of cathode operation and analytically determine their respective threshold current

densities. These regimes are:

● Regime I (when O<]<],.,]): A single-phase region is present throughout the air

cathode and flow channel (see Fig.2);

● Regime II (when ],.,1<1<1,,2): A two-phase zone starts to appear in the vicinity of

the membrane/cathode interface and the remainder of the air cathode is still in the

single-phase region. The two-phase zone and single-phase region are separated by

an evaporation front whose location is unknown a priori but determined by the

coupled flows in both regions;

5



. Regime III (when lC,Z<]<]C,J): The cathode is largely occupied by the two-phase

mixture and liquid water starts to appem along the cathode/channel interface,

however the flow channel remains in the gas phase; and

. Regime IV (when 1.,3<1<1-): Liquid water appears inside the flow channel and

a two-phase mixture exists throughout the cathode and its adjacent channel.

To obtain analytical estimates of the above threshold current densities defining

various regimes, consider a one-dimensional water transport process along y-direction

only: Water generated at the membrane/cathode interface is transported through the

cathode into the gas channel and then carried away to the channel exit. Assuming that the

net water transport across the membrane to the cathode is quantified by a net water

transport coefficient, the rate of water generation at the membrane/cathode interface can

then be expressed, according to Faraday’s law, as

.H.o = _ Wf’ql+zz)l~.
,=If 2F

(1)

where cr is the net water transport coefficient “across

water flux across the membrane from the anode to the

this water flux is a combined result of electro-osmotic

the membrane, i.e. the ratio of the

proton flux transported. Physically.

drag and molecular diffusion.

In the case of no liquid formation, gas diffusion is generally the main mechanism

for water transport through the porous cathode and gas convection is negligible due to the

small permeability. The water vapor flux across the cathode can thus be calculated by

p)



r

where p~20 ~=H represents the water vapor density at the

The water vapor density at the cathode/channel interface,

membrane/cathode interface.

P:,o depends on the
Y=~,.‘

mass exchange process between the porous cathode and gas channel. Using the average

water vapor density in the gas channel, p~~o,g, one can express the mass flux of water

vapor at the cathodelchannel interface as:

.H,O

Jg - ,=.f
[ 1-=–hm P:’” ,=H – P:;ow

r- <C
1

(3)

where hm is the mass transfer coefficient between the porous cathode and gas channel.

Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) results in:

= P;’”~=H – P:?.)!.
. H.o

Jg - y=H -s. 1 H–Hgc
—+
hm D~20E

(4)

The two mass transfer resistances in the denominator of Eq.(4) are representative of

diffusion in the cathode and convection mass exchange between the cathode and channel,

respectively. The water removal flux given by Eq.(4) should then be equal to the water

generation rate given by Eq.( 1) under the steady-state condition.

When the water vapor density at the membrane/cathode interface reaches the

saturated value corresponding to the operating temperature, liquid water begins to appear,

marking the end of the first regime. Combining equations (1) and (4) thus yields the

following first threshold current density:

~ = P.:::r – P;$>\,.

u 1
1 H–Hx,.

—+
}1,,, D~:OE

2F

ifH’ql+2a)
(5)
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If the cell current density exceeds IC,l, a gas-liquid zone appears in the vicinity of

the membrane/cathode interface. An evaporation front separates the two-phase zone from

the single-phase region in the remainder of the cathode. Liquid phase transport becomes a

transport mechanism for the water generated at the membrane/cathode interface and

transported through the two-phase zone to the evaporation front where liquid water

evaporates and is removed in the vapor form via gas diffusion and convection. The

evaporation front propagates towards the flow channel and the two-phase zone expands

-- as the current density increases The second threshold current density takes place when

the evaporation front reaches the cathode/channel interface. Hence, according to Eqs.( 1)

and (3), one has

Note

and (6) are

(6)
1 MH’o(l+2a)

<

that both the first and second threshold current densities given by Eqs.(5)

dependent on the average water vapor density in the gas channel. This

parameter increases down the channel due to the continual addition of water vapor from

the cathode; namely,

With Eq.(7), Eqs.(5) and (6) can now be rewritten as:

[

““(l-~~i,,) L 1 1 &H,c
1. = 2F Pg,,,u— . —.—+—+“1 ~ H,O 1+ 2a “ Hgc Ui,, }2,,, D:’oE

(7)

(8)

(9)
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where

H.O

RHin = ~
Pg~ar

(lo)

. .

is the relative humidity of gas at the itdet. Note that the first threshold current density is

dependent on the water vapor diffusion resistance in the porous cathode, the mass transfer

resistance at the porous

channel to carry away

cathode/gas channel interface, and the ability of dry air in the

water vapor. The diffusion resistance in the porous cathode

becomes irrelevant for the second threshold current density.

It is evident from Eq.(7) that the average water vapor density at the exit of the

flow chaqmel may reach the saturated value corresponding to the cell temperature,

marking the end of the third regime. Accordingly. the third threshold current density can

be estimated from Eq.(7) as follows:

2F H<fc
IC,3 =——-

Pfli2 (1 - ‘Hin )

~ H:O L
1{;n

1+~~
(11)

Any current density higher than J,.,j requires water to be removed from the flow channel

in the liquid form, leading to a two-phase flow of gas and liquid within the flow channel.

Finally, there exists an absolutely maximum current density at which all oxygen

supplied into the flow channel is consumed. Since the oxygen supply rate to the inlet is:

according to Faraday’s law, the maximum current density is then given by:

I
4F Q,;’ 4F Hg(. ~,

——LllJIPg.i
‘“=~ L ‘iMo’ L

9

(13)

0,where p8j,, can be determined from the ideal gas law.
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All parameters required to estimate the four current densities are readily available

from the operating conditions except for the net water transport coefficient and the mass

transfer coefficient at the interface between the porous cathode and flow channel. The net

water transport coefficient is a combined result of electro-osmotic drag and Fickian

diffusion in the membrane region, thus its rigorous determination requiring a fdl cell

analysis. Some estimate of this parameter has been made by Yi and NG~yenlO.

To estimate the mass transfer coefficient at the cathode/channel interface,

consider mass transfer in a fully laminar flow through a parallel-plate channel with a

constant mass flux applied at one surface and no-flux at the other. In this situation, the

dimensionless mass transfer coefficient defined by Sherwood number is given by ’j:

hmHxc
Sh= = 2.693 (14)

Dg

Although the fuel-cell flow channel differs slightly from the geometry described above

because the cathode/channel interface is permeable. the calculation based on the detailed

numerical results to be reported in the following yields a Sherwood number of 2.637 for

the present problem. This good agreement with Eq.( 14) not only indicates that there is

negligibly small flow through the cathode of low permeability, but also confirms that the

interracial mass transfer coefficient can be safely represented by Eq.( 14).

Using the properties listed in Table 1 and the operating parameters summarized in

Table 2, Figure 3 illustrates the effect of the air inlet velocity on the four threshold

current densities. It can be seen that the maximum and the third threshold current

densities linearly increase with the air inlet velocity, as appient from Eqs.( 11) and (13).

However, the dependence of both the first and second threshold current densities on the

air inlet velocity is weaker, especially under large velocity conditions. In fact. the first
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threshold current density approaches an asymptotic value at t[i. of about 2 mh, implying

that the water vapor transport is limited only by diffusion through the porous cathode

under this condition.

While the above approximate analysis

quantification of different regimes of water transport

and classification yield simple

and distribution in the air cathode,

accurate modeling of two-phase flow and transport must be performed numerically as to

be shown in the next section.

Numerical Nlodeling

Several prior models have treated the first regime described

single-phase operation of the air cathode9’ ‘0”16.The second regime

above. namely the

that involves two-

phase flow and transport in the air cathode has yet to be modeled. Moreo~er, no model

has been able to include both the first and second regimes as well as their transition.

Therefore, the main objective of this section is to present a unified model that

encompasses both the first and second regimes and ensures a smooth transition between

the two. To account for liquid phase transport by capillary action in the two-phase zone,

evaporation-condensation phase chmge at the evaporation front, and multicomponent gas

transport due to both diffusion and convection within the single-phase region, the

multiphase mixture model previously developed by Wang and co-workers 13. 17-21.Is

conveniently applied. The reader is referred to Wang and Cheng*3 for details of the

multiphase mixture model and its applications to a number of multiphase transport

problems in porous media. In the following, only the governing equations for the present

problem are summarized.

11
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Governing Equations

Continuity

C@) +v.(~p) =0

at

Momentum Conservation

2Pa(Epu)+V . (&puu) = V . (&#vu) –Evp +E~rg –E vu
.

(15)

(16)
dt Ii

Species Conservation

a
#E/2c) + V . (qcpuC) = V . (EpDVC)

+V .&,sDlvc, + pg (l- S)DXWX -Pd (17)

-V”[(wg)d
Here. the momentum balance equation has been modified to be valid in both the porous

cathode and the open flow channel, reducing to the extended Darcy’s law for two-phase

flow in porous media and the Navier-Stokes equation inside the flow channel with the

porosity being unity and the permeability being infiniteness. Note that u is the intrinsic

velocity vector based on the open pore area only. The species transport equation is

applicable to oxygen (Oz) as well as water (HZO). Also, the species concentration has

been used instead of the partial density employed in the foregoing order-of-magnitude

analysis. They are related by:

C;=$
Pj

(18)

(19)

where species i represents Oz or HZO and subscript denotes a gas (g) or liquid (~ phase.

12



A unique feature of the multiphase mixture model is that it does not need to track

phase interfaces separating single- from two-phase regions and hence greatly simplifies

numerical simulation of the present problem. In fact, all the above governing equations

identically reduce to their single-phase counterparts in the limits of the liquid saturation,

s, equal to zero and unity, respectively.

Mixture parameters

In the governing equations (15)-(17), the mixture variables and properties are

defined as:

Density

Concentration

Velocity

Kinetic density

Viscosity

Diffusion coefficient

Advection correction

Relative nobilities

p=p,s+pg(l-.s)

pc=p,cp+p,cg(l-s)

PU=PIU1+P,U,

Pp+p:(l-. f)
p = (krlh,)+(q /vg)

pD = p/sD1 +p8(l-s)D~

P(w+agcg)
factor l’. = p,~c, + p~ (1- ~)c~

al (s)=
k,[ /V1

; AJS)= l-AI(S)
k,, /V1 -t- krv /V<q

In addition to the above conservation equations, the multiphase mixture

embodies the following important relation for calculating the individual phase velocities

from the mixture flow field:



,

-+[VPc +(P, -Pghdi – (28)

Physically, the first term on RHS represents the capillary flow due to the gradient in

meniscus cumature, whereas the second term accounts for gravity-induced phase

migration. The individual phase velocities (i.e. intrinsic velocities based on the open pore

area rather than phase-occupied areas) are then calculated from

Ep,u, = j, + A,qm

Epgug =-j, +@@

(29)

(30)

Constitutive Relatiom

The relative permeabilities for liquid and gas phases are well represented by]’:

krl = S3 and L,: =(1–s)3 (31)

andthe capillary pressure between the two phases can be expressed as’ ~

1/2

()[pc. ~ L 1.417 (1–”s)–2.120(1–s)2 ~ IQ63(1 _ s)s]
K

Equilibriwn Conditions

Liquid water appears

(3’))

in the porous cathode only when the water vapor pressure

reaches its saturated value at the operating temperature. Inside the two-phase zone,

thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed to hold true, and thus the concentrations of water

in gas and liquid phases given by their equilibrium values, respectively, are:
. .

c;’:=, =
M ““pu(T)

and c:<, = 1
Rp~T

(33)



.

where pV(7) is the water vapor saturation pressure and can be obtained from the steam

table. Thus, the liquid saturation,s, can be determined from the mixture concentration of

water, C, via the following relation:

- C:’:at)/)g (cH’o ,
s=

/Y[(c::,–cH’O) + pg(cH’o - C:’:al )

Similarly, for oxygen

C~ur = O and C:;a, =[“’1p[s

pg(l-~)+l co’

(34)

(35)

within the two-phase zone, assuming that oxygen is insoluble in the liquid phase.

Boundaq Conditions

At the inlet of the gas channel, constant flow rate and mass concentration of each

species are specified. At the outlet, both velocity and concentration fields are assumed to

be fully developed. Hence:

At O<y<H~c:

11 = uin , v =0, cH’O =C:’” , co’ = c,?x=() .X=o X=o X=o

I,=o = o, q=o=0,

acH,O
co aco~

1[

a.y ‘ ax .,=O

=0
,T=()

(36)

(37)

(38)

15
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u IX=L=0 , VI =-lx=L=O=l.L=OEL = O.. acH’o

At the electrode/membrane interface where the oxygen reduction reaction occurs:

and

(39)

(40)

(41)

for both species O? and HZO. Equation (41) was deri~red by Cheng and Wang~l to include

three diffusion mechanisms in a compact form: mass diffusion through liquid and gas

phases, respectively, and capillary diffusion

diffusivity, r in Eq. (41) is thus defined as:

within the two-phase zone. The effective

(%.,-%hr = EDgin all gas region; r = in the two-phase region (42)
PICLM, – P, C,C.W,

where the capillary diffusion coefficient, DC, is given by:

111,K dpc

[)
D==- -—

ds
(43)

v

The Oz mass flux at this boundary can be expressed as:

&lo’I
j“’ ~=H . —

4F
(44)

whereas the HZO mass flux has been given by Eq. (1). Tafel equation is employed to

describe the local current density along the electrode/membrane interface; namely,

(l-S)C; I,=H ~ F

1=10

[)
‘~

C:r,f ‘Xp RT
(45)



.

where the term (1-s) is used to account for the fraction of surface rendered inactive by the

presence of liquid water.

At the bottom of the gas channel:

~cH20

u ly=o=o, vl,4=o, —
ay

(46)

Cell vohage

Assuming that the ohmic potential loss in the membrane and the anode

overpotential are negligible, the cell po[ential can then be related to the cathode

polarization overpotential by:

v,,,,= V,,c– q (47)

where V,,cis the open circuit potential.

Results and Discussion

The coupled governing equations (15)-(17) with the boundary equations (36)-(41 )

and (46) are solved numerically by a finite-volume-based finite difference method.

Numerical details were previously given by Wang!’ and thus are not repeated here. The

relevant parameters used in all simulations reported in the following are listed in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows a simulated polarization curve for a cathode under the operating

conditions described in Table 2. The present curve only considers the voltage loss at the

cathode and ignores the anode kinetic polarization and membrane ohmic loss. Thus, the

polarization curve is higher than experimental results as expected, but its general trend

compares well to typical experiments ‘. At low current densities, the cathode activation

17



overpotential is solely responsible for the

densities, more oxygen is consumed

cathode/membrane interface due to both

potential losses of the cell. At-higher current

and more water is generated at the

the electrochemical reaction and the water

transport across the membrane from the anode. The cell polarization then begins to be

limited by the transport of Oz. As the current density exceeds the first threshold value, i.e.

1.35 Ncmz in the present case, more water is produced than that possibly carried away

by air from the electrode, and liquid water starts to form in the vicinity of the

cathode/membrme interface. The presence of liquid water reduces the pore spaces for

oxygen transport to the reaction surface as well as renders part of the surface

electrochemically inactive. These effects result in a slightly steeper slope of the

polarization curve upon the first threshold current

Clearly, a two-phase model is warranted for fuel

densities, an operating range of special interest

density, as can be seen from Fig.4.

cells operated at such high cument

for transportation applications. An

advantage of the present two-phase model is that it not only provides a unified

formulation for both single-phase analysis at low current densities and t~vo-phase

calculation at higher values, but also predicts and ensures the smooth transi~ion from the

single- to two-phase region automatically.

With further increase in the cell current density, the two-phase zone expands and

its evaporation front propagates towards the cathode/channel interface. The numerical

simulation shows that the evaporation front reaches the cathode/channel interface at an

average current density of 1.47A/cmz, corresponding to the second threshold current

density defined in the analysis presented earlier. In comparison to the numerical values of

the first and second threshold current densities (i.e. 1.35A/cmz and 1.47A/cmz as

1s
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indicated in Fig.4), their respective analytical estimates are 1.29A/cmz and 1.88iWcmz as

can be obtained from Fig.3. The good agreement in the first threshold current density is

surprising, and the reasonable agreement in the second threshold current density is

expected, considering that the analytical estimates are oniy approximate averages over

the entire fuel cell flow path.

J Figure 5 shows the velocity field of the two-phase mixture in the cathode and gas

channel for the Base Case (i.e. at the average cell current density of 1.4 A/cmz). As

expected, there is a large difference in the velocity scale between the porous region and

the open channel. The mixture velocity in the porous cathode is at least two orders of

ma=mitude smaIler than that in the open channel, indicating that gas diffusion is the

dominant transport mechanism in the single-phase

field in the open channel is fully developed in

channel length to width (equal to 29 in the present

the channel length is, however, not drawn to

region of the porous cathode. The flow

view of the large aspect ratio of the

case). as can be seen from Fig.5 \vhere

scaie for better view. The velocity

distribution in the conventional flow field such as the one studied in the present work is

relatively simple and could be analytically determined: however, a numerical analysis

based on the comprehensive model as presented here becomes necessary for complex

desi~ms such as the

velocity fields within

interdigitated flow fieldl”. Magnified plots of individual phase

the porous cathode region are presented in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) and

discussed in detail therein.

Figure 6 displays the water vapor concentration

and flow channel. As the air flows down the channel,

distribution in the porous cathode

water vapor is continually added

19

from the cathode resulting in an increased water vapor concentration along the channel.
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This leads to a decreased concentration gradient in water vapor and hence a lower water

vapor diffusion rate from the cathode/membrane surface to the gas channel. As a result,

liquid water may first appear in the vicinity of the cathode/membrane interface near the

channel outlet. A two-phase zone at this location is indeed predicted in the present

simulation shown in Fig.6, where the water vapor concentration is seen to be kept at the

saturated value, i.e. 0.2907, corresponding to the operating temperature of 80°C. It is also

seen that the two-phase zone is confined within the cathode at the average current density

of 1.4 A/cmz, confirming the foregoing classifkation of the first and second regimes.

Fiknre 7 shows the liquid water saturation distribution in the same case. In

accordance with Fig.6. liquid water is seen in the upper-right comer to coexist with the

saturated water vapor. The largest liquid amount predicted is around 6.37c at the current

density of 1.4 A/cm?. This value is lower than that repofied experimentaIly, likely

because the present study simulates a single channel whereas experimental fuel cell

fixtures usually use series-connected channels. With the effective channel length

extended, a higher liquid saturation may result. The numerical results indicate that the

mass flux of liquid water due to gravity is less than 0.170 of that caused by capillary

action in the two-phase zone. This is because the Bond numberzz, defined as

(P,-Pgkm
is about 0.04, implying the negligible gravity effect as compared with the

0’

surface tension effect in the two-phase zone. Thus the liquid water is transported mainly

by capillary action to the evaporation front. The front can be approximately depicted by

the contour of d.01 shown in Fig.7.

To display individual velocity field of each phase in the porous cathode, the gas

and liquid velocities are calculated from the mixture velocity according to Eqs. (29) and



(30) and shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), respectively. Within the two-phase zone, liquid

water flows towards the evaporation front under capillary action. The maximum liquid

velocity is approximately 2.3x10-5 n-ds. The gas velocity field shown in Fig. 8(b) differs

from the liquid velocity by three orders of magnitude and displays

the single- and two-phase regions. In the single-phase region, the gas

opposite patterns in

velocity is primarily

normal towards the cathode/channel interface due to the non-zero gas velocity created by

the electrochemical reaction of H+/Oz. It is noted from Eq. (40) along with Eqs. (1) and

(44) that the normal velocity at the reaction surface is negative (pointing away from it), in

accordance with the physical process that hydrogen ions are recombined with Oz to

produce water. Across the evaporation front, however, the gas flow reverses its direction,

leaving away from the evaporation front again due to capillary action in the two-phase

zone. The m~ximum gas velocity is approximately 0.005 m/s in the single-phase region

while 0.02 m/s in the two-phase zone. For a cathode thickness of 0.0005 m and the gas

diffusivity of around 3X10-5mz/s for both water vapor and oxygen, the Peclet number for

gas transport is thus 0.08 and 0.32 for single- and two-phase zones, respectively. This

implies a definitely negligible contribution of gas convection in the single-phase region

but some effect of gas convection in the two-phase zone.

Figure 9 shows the oxygen concentration distribution in both the cathode and

open channel at the same current density of 1.4 A/cmz. It can be seen that about 40% of

the inlet oxygen has been consumed at the half length of the channel. At higher current

densities, this fraction becomes larger, leaving the channel outlet section nearly depleted

of oxygen. A direct consequence of the

the reaction surface is the non-uniform

non-uniform oxygen concentration profile along

current density distribution because the oxygen



reduction reaction is first-order as indicated by Eq. (45). This is shown in Figure 10

where the local current density is equal to 2.22 A/cmz at the inlet but only 0.86 A/cmz

near the outlet. Thus, the water generated at the inlet is 2.5 times of that at the outlet.

With increasing average current density, the non-uniformity of the current density profile

becomes more severe. Therefore, a large amount of water is generated near the cathode

inlet where a large local current density prevails. At the same location, the removal rate

of water via diffision is high also. The opposite is true for the cathode outlet. Therefore,

a liquid island may form anywhere within the cathode as a result of the balance between

water generation and removal.

A slightly abrupt change in the slope is also noted from Fig. 10 at x=O.8 cm for the

local current density profile. This location corresponds exactly to the beginning of the

two-phase zone along the reaction surface. The local current density is reduced as liquid

water forms and subsequently impedes the oxygen supply to the electrochemical reaction

surface. On the other hand, the reduced electrochemical reaction rate could diminish the

liquid water zone thus leading to a higher current density. The interaction between the

liquid water formation and electrochemical reaction at the cathode/membrane interface,

leading to an oscillatory behavior, has been well observed in fuel cell experiments,

especially when the cathode is partially flooded.

Conclusions

Four regimes of water transport and distribution in PEMFC air cathodes have

been classified and their respective boundaries defined by three threshold current

densities and a maximum current density. They Conespond to first appearance of liquid



water at the membrane/cathode interface, arrival of the gas-liquid two-phase zone at the

cathode/channel interface, saturated moist air exiting the flow channel, and complete

consumption of oxygen by the electrochemical reaction. Estimates of the three threshold

current densities and the

phase flow and transport

maximum current density were analytically obtained. A two-

model was developed to predict liquid water formation and its

effects on electrochemical kinetics at the cathode/membrane interface and reactant and

product transport in the air cathode. The present model is novel in that it encompasses

both single- and “two-phase regimes corresponding to low and high current densities and

therefore is capable of predicting the transition between the two regimes. It was found

that the onset of liquid water formation occurs around 1.35 A/cmz for a 5 cmz fuel cell, in

good agreement with experimental resultsG. The water liquid and vapor transport is

controlled by capillary action and molecular diffusion, respectively, due to negligible

small air velocity within the porous electrode.

The present t~vo-phase model is also applicable to the air cathode of a direct-

methanol fuel cell (D\fFC) where the two-phase region might be more extensive due [o

large electroosmotic and diffusion fluxes of liquid \vater from the DNIFC anode.

Similarly, the DMFC anode where the liquid phase is a methanol aqueous mixture and

the gas phase is cmbon dioxide can be treated by the present model.

Future work will:

(i) Integrate the t~vo-phase cathode model into a multi-dimensional full-cell model

(Um et allG) to examine overall cell performance at high current densities. This

integration will permit addressing the coupling between the water content and

water activity determined by state of water at the membrane/cathode interface. In



other words, the liquid water formation within the cathode may in turn impact the

water transport within the membrane and hence its ionic conductivity and ohmic

potential drop.

(ii) Use the two-phase model to properly assess the beneficial

interdigitated flow field design on cell performance in the high

regime-

effects of an

current density

(iii) Perform quantitative comparisons between the numerical predictions and localized

experimental measurements. “-
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species mass concentration, kg/leg
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exchange current density, A/cmz
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second critical current density, A/cmz

third critical current density, A/cmz

maximum current density, A/cmz

mass flux in y direction, kg/(cmz”s)

mass flux vector, kg/(cmz.s)

permeability of porous cathode, cmz

relative permeability of gas phase

relative permeability of liquid phase

cathode length, cm

molecular weight, kg/mol

pressure, Pa

capillary pressure, Pa

mass flow rate, kg/s

gas constant, J/(mol.K)

relative humidity

h,,,H
Sherwood number, —

D

liquid water saturation

time, s

temperature, “C
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u intrinsic velocity vector, cmls

u velocity in x direction, cm/s

v velocity in y direction, cm/s

Vet-ii cell voltage, V

v Oc open circuit voltage, V

x coordinate, cm

Y coordinate, cm

Greek Symbols

a net water transport coefficient

G cathodic transfer coefficient

per proton

E“ porosity of gas diffusion cathode

~ overpotentiai, V

P viscosity, kg/(cm.s)

v kinetic viscosity, cmz/s

P density. kg/cm3

Pk
kinetic density, kg/cm3

CT interracial tension, N/cm

Superscripts

H20 water

o~ oxygen

— average value in gas channel

Subscripts

j70w flow channel
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/? gas phase

in inlet

1 liquid phase

ref reference value

sat saturated water vapor
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Table 1 Property parameters used in numerical simulations

Parameter Symbol Value Reference
Water vapor diffusivity ~;,o 0.355 cmz/s CusslerlJ

Oxygen diffusivity

Porosity of air cathode

Water transport coefilcient

Permeability of porous cathode

Constant in Tafel equation

Cathodic transfer coefficient

Open circuit potential

D;’ 0.~84 cmz/S

& 0.3

a 0.3

K 1.x10-7cmz

G ~

v(1C l.l V

Cussler’J

Yi and Nguyen]o

Assumed

Gurau et al.g

Yi and Nguyen10

—

Yi and NTguyen10

Table 2 Base case and its operating conditions

Parameter Svmbol VaIue
Total height of cathode and channel
Channel height
Cathode length
Relative humidity at the inlet
Oxygen concentration at the inlet

Air velocity at the inlet
Operating pressure
Operating temperature

Overpotential

u;”

P

T

oel~ ~m

0.07 cm
2 cm
3.43%
().~1

30 Crrds
1atm

80 ‘C
0.3473 v
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